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A short linear cavity erbium fiber laser is adapted to become a Q-switched laser by using a new and
simple loss switching technique. The technique utilizes the inherent flexibility of optical fiber to rapidly
drive the fiber end in and out of alignment with a cavity mirror, creating the conditions necessary for Q-
switching. We investigate the effectiveness of differentQ-switch configurations and analyze theQ-switch
opening time of each configuration. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 060.2410, 060.3510, 140.3500, 140.3510, 140.3540.

1. Introduction

Q-switched pulse generation, also known as giant
pulse generation, is a method of producing high peak
power pulses from a laser. Rare-earth doped fiber la-
sers are particularly suitable for Q-switched opera-
tion and can produce very high peak powers with
relatively low pump power [1]. Q-switching has pre-
viously been demonstrated in fiber lasers utilizing
various methods of manipulating the cavity loss.
Commonly used methods involve bulk optic devices,
such as those relying on acousto-optic [2] or electro-
optic effects [3]. However, bulk components break the
all-fiber nature of the laser, which can lead to high
cavity losses that are undesirable for achieving high
peak power. Furthermore, fiber-coupled acousto-
optic and electro-optic devices often have low optical
power damage thresholds, which can be unsuitable
for the high peak powers generated by Q-switching.
Other methods that retain the all-fiber nature, such
as all-fiber acoustic modulators [4] and those relying
on mechanically stretching a Bragg grating [5,6],
tend to have a low dynamic range between the high
and low-loss states and switching times ranging from
10 μs to 0:5ms, resulting in the production of pulses
with a low peak power.

In this article, we present the results of a Q-
switching method that avoids the need for costly bulk
components, while also offering a large dynamic
range switching that is limited only by the reflections
of the fiber end-face, which can be greatly reduced
using angle cleaving. We explore methods to improve
the Q-switch speed, comparing experimental config-
urations with and without the use of a lens.

2. Experiment

The linear laser cavity consisted of a 40 cm length of
Liekki Er110-4/125 erbium doped fiber, a 40× micro-
scope objective lens, and a plane mirror, shown in
Fig. 1. The pumping end of the erbium fiber, which
also served as the output end, was butt-coupled to
a 980=1550nm wavelength division multiplexer to
provide a small reflection that acted as the cavity
output mirror.

Loss modulation was achieved using a short (ap-
proximately 5 cm overhang) fiber cantilever, 40× mi-
croscope objective lens, and a plane mirror. The fiber
cantilever was driven to vibrate vertically at a fre-
quency of 180Hz with an end-face vertical displace-
ment of approximately 1 cm. This motion, which
moved the fiber end-face in and out of alignment with
the optical axis, modulated the cavity loss between a
low-loss and a high-loss state, creating the conditions
necessary for Q-switching. This fiber end-face was
angle-cleaved to reduce unwanted reflections. While
the fiber cantilever could be driven at an arbitrary
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frequency, only frequencies corresponding to a
mechanical resonance [7,8] led to the fiber vibrating
in a periodic and controlled fashion.

3. Theory

The rate at which aQ-switch opens is a critical factor
that determines the properties of Q-switch pulses. It
is preferable that the Q-switch opening time—the
time taken to change from the high-loss state to the
low-loss state—is less than or of the same order as
the pulse buildup time [1]. Q-switch opening times
that are longer than the pulse buildup time result
in Q-switched pulses that are emitted before the
low-loss state has been reached. This means that cav-
ity losses are still relatively high during pulse build-
up and emission, which will result in a pulse with a
lower energy and peak power than if the Q-switch
were fully open [1].

The rate at which a Q-switch opens can be deter-
mined by calculating the loss associated with the po-
sition of the fiber end-face as the fiber cantilever
moves and combining this with the rate at which
the fiber end-face moves, which is known from the
maximum displacement and frequency of motion of
the fiber-end. We can calculate the rate of loss mod-
ulation with or without the presence of a microscope
objective lens in the Q-switch.

Using an analysis of losses as a function of fiber
alignment [9,10], we can calculate the switching
speed without a lens present in two different situa-
tions. The first situation is when the fiber end-face is
aligned to recapture light reflected off the plane mir-
ror in a region that is not close to the mirrors’s edge.
In this situation, loss modulation is due to the tilt of
the fiber relative to the optical axis. Choosing −20dB
transmission as an arbitrary comparison point for
the different methods of switching, we find that the
time to switch from a high-loss state (−20dB) to a
low-loss state (0dB) is 1:55ms for loss, due to the tilt
of the fiber. The second situation is when the fiber
end-face is positioned close to one of the horizontal
edges of the plane mirror. In this situation, the loss
is dependent on an offset mechanism as the fiber
end-face passes from being aligned with the face of
the mirror to being past the edge of the mirror. Using
the same comparison, it takes 0:7 μs to switch from a
high-loss state (−20dB) to a low-loss state (0dB) due
to the offset of the fiber past the mirror edge. There is

a significant reduction in switching time when we
utilize the offset of the fiber rather than the tilt.

Alternatively, it is possible to insert a microscope
objective lens between the fiber end and the plane
mirror to enable Q-switching. Using ray matrix anal-
ysis, we calculated the rate of switching as shown in
Fig. 2. The calculated time taken to switch from a
high-loss state (−20dB) to a low-loss state (0dB) with
a lens present, collimating the beam, was 0:9 μs.
However, with only a small variation in distance be-
tween the lens and the fiber end-face from 4:6mm to
5mm, the time taken increases to 20 μs.

4. Results

Q-switching was attempted using three Q-switching
methods: reflection off the center of the mirror with-
out a lens present; reflection off the edge of the
mirror without a lens present; and reflection off the
center of the mirror with a lens present. Only the
method utilizing an objective lens resulted in a Q-
switched pulse output.

Our results were measured using a 1GHz InGaAs
photodiode and a 500MHz oscilloscope. The tempor-
al output of the laser is shown in Fig. 3. The output
shows the presence of a stable pulse structure of four
Q-switched pulses for each opening of the Q-switch.
Each subsequent pulse in the group was observed to
have a lower optical peak power than the previous.
The pulse width of the individual pulses were mea-
sured to be 300ns (FWHM) and the peak power of
our most energetic pulse was 0:5W. The temporal se-
paration between pulses within a group of pulses was
4 μs. The temporal separation between the groups of
pulses was measured to be 5:5ms, which corre-
sponded to the period of our mechanical driving fre-
quency, 180MHz.

5. Discussion

Q-switching without a lens present was found to be
ineffective. In the first situation, where the fiber end-
face is aligned to be near the center of the face of the
mirror and the loss modulation was due to the tilt of
the fiber relative to the optical axis, the Q-switch
opened too slowly (1:55ms) for Q-switching to occur.
Instead, the slow switching speed led to a gradual
leakage of energy from the laser cavity instead of

Fig. 1. Schematic of the all-fiber Q-switched laser.

Fig. 2. Transmission as a function of time for a tilt with lens
present. The fiber end-face is positioned to be at the focal length
of the lens so as to collimate the beam exiting the fiber.
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it all being released from the cavity in a single burst
forming a pulse. In the second situation where the
fiber end-face is positioned close to one of the
horizontal edges of the plane mirror and the loss
is dependent on an offset mechanism, the Q-switch
opened much faster (0:7 μs). However, to utilize the
offset of the fiber as a loss mechanism, we need to
position the fiber perpendicular to and within a few
microns transverse of the edge of our mirror, as well
as within the Rayleigh range in the longitudinal di-
rection, and return it to this position to open the Q-
switch. The fiber cantilever was not able to achieve
this with sufficient precision, due to vibrations.
These constraints made Q-switching without a lens
impractical, and Q-switching could not be observed
using this method. The insertion of a lens into our
Q-switch was necessary to generate Q-switched
pulses. The insertion of the lens into our system al-
lowed us to relax some of the positioning restraints
on the fiber and mirror. However, the system is still
limited by some alignments issues and would not be
able to withstand strong external vibrations.

We can see from our results that there is a 4 μs de-
lay between our pulses within a group of pulses. This
is not the result of a single pulse being reflected from
one end of our cavity to the other, as our cavity round
trip time is of the order of 4ns. These are, in fact,
four independent Q-switched pulses that are created
one after the other as the cavity loss drops as the Q-
switch opens [1]. As the Q-switch opens, the cavity
losses fall and become equal to or less than the cavity
gain. Lasing is initiated, which converts energy
stored in the medium into an intense pulse. However,
the amount of stored energy that is converted into
the laser pulse is dependent on the cavity gain and
the cavity losses during the pulse buildup time di-
rectly after the lasing threshold is reached. If a sig-
nificant amount of energy stored in the lasing
medium is not converted into the first pulse, it is pos-
sible that subsequent pulses will be generated. The
loss of stored energy from the lasing medium due to
the emission of a pulse then causes the cavity gain to
again drop below the cavity losses. This leads to the

suppression of lasing until the cavity losses drop
further, as the Q-switch continues to open and once
again becomes equal to or less than the cavity gain.
This process is repeated for each of the observed
pulses. We can observe that the pulse buildup time
for our cavity is equal to or less than 4 μs, as this
is the observed spacing between each of the pulses in
a group of pulses.

The decreasing intensity of each subsequent pulse
is due to the loss of stored energy from the cavity due
to the lasing associated with each pulse. It does not
appear possible to easily create a pulse train with
uniform intensity, due to the different quantity of
stored energy in the cavity during the pulse buildup
time for each pulse. However, it would appear possi-
ble to have regular spacing between the pulses as
this is determined by the switching mechanism.

It is possible to tune the mechanical resonance of
the fiber cantilever by adjusting its length so that
the Q-switch may be driven at a different frequency.
Experiments were also conducted at a lower fre-
quency (60Hz), but no changes in the output pulses
were noted.

One approach to reducing the Q-switching rise
time would be to drive our fiber cantilever at a higher
frequency, but the pumping time needs to be of the
order of a population decay time—in our case,
10ms for the 4I13=2 erbium ion transition [11]. Thus,
our pumping time should be of the order of 10ms,
which would correspond to a driving frequency
of 100Hz.

6. Conclusions

We have adapted a short linear cavity erbium fiber
laser to become a Q-switched laser, and investigated
the Q-switch opening times of several Q-switches. It
was found that Q-switching without a lens present
could not be observed, and a lens was necessary for
this Q-switch to function effectively.
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